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Error Report 1923

Error Report 1923 reported three errors. They are as follows:

- When in the Web PAN sub-system and on the Post Authorization Notification Selection Page, if a sort on TYPE is selected the result will not be the sorted list if the number of PANs exceeds the warning limit. Instead, the message that the number of PANs has exceeded the warning limit is displayed.

  With this Release, the sort on TYPE is processed correctly.

- At the time a PAN is generated, if a reviewer for that PAN is not currently on the PAN Directory, the name fields from the previous reviewer for this PAN are recorded on the PNA record and appear twice on the WEB PAN. The name appears once correctly and once incorrectly in place of the reviewer absent from the PAN Directory. The CICS PAN is being processed correctly.

  With this Release, the Userid of reviewer absent from the PAN Directory appears correctly on the WEB PAN.

- The CICS EENT screen does not page forward.

  With this Release, this paging error has been corrected.
Error Report 1927

Error Report 1927 reported a problem with Web PAN. This problem in fact was not an error but turned out to be a RACF security issue. The problem was described as follows:

- A Web PAN user opens his/her Inbox. If the number of PANs exceeds the warning threshold, a warning message is displayed. One of the options is to click “here” to narrow the selection. If that option is selected and the user is not authorized to use the Global Notification Selection Page from the Main Menu, the user receives an error and is unable to narrow the selection because the Global Notification Selection Page is utilized to narrow the PAN selection. When a user is coming from their own mailbox, they should be able to narrow their selection.

With this Release, campuses have been provided with a feature to address this issue.

Programs:

UCAPPNUP

Program UCAPPNUP is the update application processor for PAN. It was modified as follows:

- At the time a PAN is generated, if a reviewer is not on the PAN Directory, the name fields on the PNA record are space filled.

UCPANDIR

Program UCPANDIR obtains and formats a record from UC0DIR for the PAN address passed. It was modified as follows:

- At the time a PAN is generated, if a reviewer is not on the PAN Directory, the name fields on the PNA record are space filled.

UCWEENT

Program UCWEENT is the EDB notification distribution entry screen program. It was modified as follows:

- The literal 13 was changed to 12 in a number of Perform Varying statements to correspond to number of entries allowed on the EENT screen.

UCWENPR

Program UCWENPR is the PAN notification preparation and forwarding screen program. It was modified as follows:

- At the time a PAN is generated, if a reviewer is not on the PAN Directory, the name fields on the PNA record are space filled.

Web Macros:

UCWINBX.D2W (UCWINBX)

Net.Data object UCWINBX is the PAN Inbox and Selection Results Screen program. It was modified as follows:

- This object now calls UCWINR2, the Reviewer Notification Selection page, instead of UCWINRS, the Global Notification Selection page.
Corrected error where selecting sort by column TYPE will not sort if the number of PANs exceeds the warning limit.

**UCWINR2.D2W (UCWINR2)  NEW**

New Net.Data object UCWINR2 is the PAN Reviewer Notification Selection Screen program. The actual code is an *exact duplicate of object UCWINRS*. Only a Flower box was added at the top with instructions that it is an *exact duplicate* of object UCWINRS and must be kept in sync with that object. That is, whenever a modification is made to UCWINRS the same modification must be made to UCWINR2.

This program was created for the purpose of facilitating security. Previously the Global Notification Selection screen could be accessed from both the Main Menu and the Inbox and Selection Results screen. From the Inbox and Selection Results screen this screen was invoked when a reviewer wanted to narrow their search. However, if a campus had set security such that the reviewer did not have access to the Global Notification Selection screen from the Main Menu, then the reviewer could not narrow their own PAN selection from the Inbox and Selection Results screen. With the addition of this program, a campus now has the ability to set up security such that it can allow certain reviewers access to the Global Notification Selection screen from the Main Menu via UCWINRS and all reviewer access to the Reviewer Notification Selection screen to select their own PANs via UCWINR2. *Campuses should set security in such a way that any user that has access to UCWINBX will have access to UCWINR2.*

**UCWINRS.D2W (UCWINRS)**

Net.Data object UCWINRS is the PAN Global Notification Selection Screen program. The actual code was *not modified*. Only a Flower box was added at the top with instructions that it is an *exact duplicate* of object UCWINR2 which was created in this release and must be kept in sync with this object. That is, whenever a modification is made to UCWINRS the same modification must be made to UCWINR2.

**Installation Instructions**

A separate Installation Instructions document is provided with this release

**Test Plan**

A separate Test Plan document is provided with this release

Campuses are encouraged to perform any other desired local testing.

**Timing of Installation**

The installation of this release is not urgent. However, if your campus has already installed Release 1415, these modifications should be made as soon as possible.

As usual, campuses are encouraged to install this release in as timely a fashion as possible, and in the normal numeric sequence of releases.

If there are any questions, please send electronic mail to Susan.Isaacs@ucop.edu, or call at (510) 987-0465.

Susan Isaacs

cc: Jerry Wilcox